
Reality of Doing
A - "White Shirt"
B - "White Shirt"

Point of View
A - "You have a white shirt."

B - "I have a white shirt"

What's Happening?
A - "You hate white shirts."

B - "I hate white shirts?"
A - "That offended you"

Three Moment Game
A - "You  love white shirts."

B - "I love white shirts?"
A - "You disagree."

Working-Off
A - "You have a brilliant white shirt"

B - "I have a brilliant white shirt!"
A - "You're proud of that."

B - "Yes, I'm proud of that!"
A - "You're proud of that?"
B - "I am proud of that!"

A - "You're defiant."

Don't do the repetition,
let the repetition do you.

Working-Off (Part 2)
Behavior - "You are very sad"

Physical - "You've got a funky red shirt!"

Don't do anything unless something makes
you do it.

Coming to the Door
A - Knocks

B - Opens door, observes
first moment and proceeds

(Door is locked) Doing Fully

Independent Activity -
Broomstick Balancing

Keep Balancing and Repeat.
Don't Drop the Repetition! The Activity, Continued

B - waits for A to become involved in activity, knocks 3
different ways, enters on 3rd knock. (door is unlocked)

A - does activity, describes 3 knocks
either - Begin repetition.

Physically difficult, must mean something to you (Be
genuine - Fully do whatever you're doing).Building the Exercise

Consistent and real attempt to accomplish task.
Physically difficult.

Know goal and when complete.
Simple and specific reason for activity.

In The Extreme - The Element of Truth
(door is locked)

Be Specific!
B - must have simple and specific reason for coming to visit A.

A - has an extremely meaningful activity.

Do real things and be who you actually are.
Do not do illegal or personally harmful things.

Taking It Personally
Adding Urgency

A - activity must be accomplished by specific time.
B - reason for visit has more interest or reason.

If you have the impulse to do something, DO IT!
If you have the impulse to say something, SAY IT!

Do not hold anything back!
In Relationship

A - has urgency and specificity, plus a simple
and specific relationship to B.

B - has extreme meaningful interest prior to
visit, based upon element of truth, and

immediacy (just happened).
Work-Off Your Partner

Relationships are not historical.
Raise The Stakes

A - physically difficult activity which  is extremely meaningful.
B - immediate or contemporary event relating to A with

simple and specific relationship.
Always  work from what you  know - no more, no less (don't

fabricate reasons).
Reason For Activity =

Element of Truth +
Imaginary Circumstance.
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